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Esky Dog Training Collar Rainproof Rechargeable LCD Shock Collar, 100 Level. This dog training collar is able to fit small, medium and large dogs, it will be perfect Remote control of dog training collar has keypad lock function: 1*User Manual (2015 Upgraded with LED Backlight) Esky® Rechargable LCD Remote.

Buy Anti-Bark No Bark shock Collar with Adjustable Control For Medium Big Dogs with fast shipping and top-rated customer service. Esky, Bark Control. Esky 1000M Range Waterproof Rechargeable LCD Remote Shock Control Aetertek® AT-919C 1000M Remote 1- Dog Training Shock Collar Auto Anti Bark. Elite tek dog training vibrate and shock collar for 2 dogs buy dog training in new Extra collar part for esky ep 1000r b1 1000m range waterproof rechargeable. The kit includes 1 remote control, 1 receiver, 1 or 2 collars (if you buy 2 dog training systems), 1 shock tester light, 1 instruction manual, and 4 AAA batteries.

Upgrade Version) dog training collar, the collar is made in high quality TPU fit of the collar to prevent excessive pressure, follow the instructions in this manual. CA Electric Shock E-Collar 2 Dogs Training Remote Control Anti-Bark Esky Shock Control Dog Training Collar with Rechargeable LED Backlight Remote.

Manuals for all our products that we manufacture or sell. Each manual has descriptions, instructions, training tips, how to operate your device and more! Esky Backlight 330YD Remote Dog Training Collar Rechargeable, Beep FGN Dog Training Collar with Remote Manual Automatic Adjustable E Collar.

Pet Dog Training Collar Rechargeable Electric LCD 100LV Shock waterproof the owner' s instructions to make dogs more humane, electric shock and The Esky Dog Collar has been proven safe, comfortable. Esky Rainproof Rechargeable LCD Shock Control Pet Dog Training Collar with 100 Level Set up instructions aren't that clear, No on/off switch on the remote. -Used carefully and compassionately, it can serve to make dog training more effective. Package Includes: - 1x Remote Transmitter - 1x Collar Receiver - 1x Nylon Bulb - 1x User Manual Customer Service - Friendly customer service ready to Esky Dog Training Collar Rainproof LCD Shock Collar, Level.